Techolution Asset Monitoring
for Telecom Towers
Taking your business to the cloud and beyond!

SOLUTION BRIEF

As you prepare for the 5G revolution you need your towers ready to handle the new demand. Do you
have visibility to the tower assets and its health to ensure continuous operation and zero downtime?
Contact us to achieve it. Our proven Telecom tower monitoring solutions have enabled various telecom
operators to ensure zero downtime for its towers and ensure good health of its assets.

Salient Features
Tower layout based visualization to easily understand the context
Scalable to any number of assets and type of assets
Intuitive circuit based visualization for easy troubleshooting
Remote control of assets and equipments
User specific dashboard and features
User customizable dashboards and reports

Why Techolution’s Solution?
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SOC2 compliant for security standards

End to end solution including the gateway,
firmware, cloud platform and analytics
Can run in a private or public cloud or
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on-premise infrastructure of your choice
Proven integration with battery banks,
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generators, rectifiers, etc
Highly proficient onsite deployment team to
ensure quick deployment
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Compatible and tested with EdgeConnectX,
Techolution’s Edge management platform
Easily integrated with internal systems
such as ERP, CRM, etc if needed
Predictive analytics on assets to
prevent failures
Operation optimization recommendation
to decrease peak hour power costs

Map based intuitive navigation

Differentiators
Trusted by Industry leaders and used by major Telecom providers in Middle east and Africa!
Upcoming features like Causal Digital Twins, virtualization etc available as part of the plan
Can be hosted on-premise or on the cloud of your choice.
Our solution has enabled African telecom major to save $1.5M per tower annually
Monitor and manage your key assets and Equipments in tower
Ensure 100% uptime of the tower assets
Reduce manual verification and auditing
Techolution LLC, New York, NY
info@techolution.com
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